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Summary
The Internet is useful for many things besides surfing 
and checking e-mail.  It is also a valuable research tool.

In this Activity we will examine how to use online 
databases to find important journal articles and research 
publications.

Today’s electronic library is an essential ‘tool of modern 
astronomy’.  



Note on publication databases
While such online databases are invaluable sources of 
information for professional astronomers, they can at times 
present that information in quite technical language.

When researching essays and projects for Swinburne 
Astronomy Online, if you find that the resources in these 
databases are too technical for you, it is definitely 
acceptable to use articles in astronomy magazines (e.g. 
Sky & Telescope, Astronomy, Astronomy Now etc.), books 
about astronomy and (reputable) websites as your 
reference sources instead. However, we encourage 
everyone to try and utilise original sources wherever 
possible!



You think you would like to 
talk about the Crab pulsar 
and its associated 
supernova remnant.

Imagine that you are an astronomy research student, and 
have been invited to give a presentation to your research 
group about your favourite astronomical object. 

Getting started

Where should you begin?

The Crab supernova remnant



Introducing NASA’s ADS

The best place to start doing serious research for your 
presentation is NASA’s Astrophysical Data System, 
affectionately known to astronomers as “ADS”. 

ADS is an extensive database of articles that have been 
published in scientific journals.  Quite literally, the ADS is 
the foremost portal to the world’s body of modern 
astronomical knowledge. 



Let’s have a look at the ADS website.
The articles housed there pertain to all kinds of 
astronomical phenomena, both observed and theoretical, 
and some of them can be quite tough-going.
Don’t be disheartened though - the papers available 
through ADS are written by professional astronomers who 
are engaged in original and highly specialised research.

For this Activity, you should visit the ADS website 
yourself.  The URL is http://www.adsabs.harvard.edu.  
The following slides will help us with some basic site 
navigation.

http://www.adsabs.harvard.edu/


The ADS website
To begin your research about the Crab pulsar, you can 
look at the titles and abstracts in the ADS database.



An abstract is a brief paragraph that describes a journal 
article and its main conclusions.

To find out more about the Crab pulsar and supernova 
remnant, you want to look at the astronomy and 
astrophysics abstracts.



You can find abstracts for your presentation using a 
variety of search criteria such as author, date of 
publication, title or keyword. 

The ADS query form looks daunting, but it is really quite 
simple to use.  Let’s look at each of the relevant fields.



Searching by Keyword
To get a feel for the information that is available on ADS 
about the Crab pulsar and its supernova remnant, we’ll 
search the database using the keyword field. 

When you have typed in the above four keywords, select 
the tick box “Require text for selection”, and select “and” 
rather than “or”.
Next, click on the Send Query button.



A list of articles
ADS searches its database and returns a list of articles 
that satisfy your criteria.  In this case, we might be returned 
with a list like this...



Searching by Author’s name
Your friend has recommended an article on pulsars and 
supernova by an astronomer called Richard Manchester. 
Let’s do a search for Manchester in the author field. 
First, remove your previous selection criteria, then type the 
author’s surname and click on the Send Query button.



It seems that Richard Manchester has written many 
papers!  You can scroll through the list of abstracts until 
you find the one you need, or you can go back and refine 
your search.



Searching by Publication Date
You remember that the paper by Richard Manchester was 
published a little more than a decade ago. 
Let’s try to refine our search using the date field.



You might also remember that Manchester’s article was 
called Pulsar-supernova remnant associations.
In this case, you can refine your search further by entering 
important words from the title.

Searching by Title



The ADS results page
Let’s have a look at the results of our search.

We have found the abstract we are looking for... 

but what do these letters mean?



Clicking on A will take you to the abstract (as will clicking 
on the left-most entry near the number and tick box).



Clicking on F or G will download an electronic version of 
the whole article. 

But let’s have a look at the abstract first.



Reading the abstract
This is the abstract to Richard Manchester’s article. 



Don’t ignore the header information!

In addition to the author(s), date of publication and title of 
the article, the header also tells you the journal in which the 
article is published and keywords that describe the subject. 

This is particularly useful if you want to search for other 
abstracts or articles on the same topic. 



Downloading the article
You read the abstract and decide that you’d like to read the 
whole article. 

Do you remember the F and G?  Many complete articles 
are available directly from ADS, so you don’t even have 
to leave your computer screen. 

Clicking on G will take you to the article displayed in GIF 
format.  GIF format is mainly used for older articles.  
Clicking on F will take you to the (preferable) PDF 
version of the file.



Papers that are marked with an E are available online in 
`E’lectronic format. This often involves directing you to 
the journal’s website.

Some online journals require users to pay subscription 
charges to read their latest articles.  In this case, you 
may have to copy down the header information from the 
abstract and then visit your library!
Alternatively, if the paper is post-1991, you may find a 
free pre-print at arxiv.org (discussed later).



References and citations
Another useful feature of the ADS database is that it can 
generate a list of references and citations for most articles.

References (R) are the articles that appear in the 
bibliography of the paper you are looking at.

Citations (C) are from subsequent articles that mention the 
paper as support for their arguments.  



You can use the reference list to find more background 
information about the ideas that appear in an article.

You can use the citation list, on the other hand, to find 
more recent articles which in turn cite the article.  
Citations therefore reflect the importance of an article 
(and also, of course, how long the paper has been 
around to accrue citations).



Clicking on the ‘C’itations link yields a new list of article, 
that may appear something like this.

(May 2007) 



Late-breaking news!
Of course, it takes time for articles to be approved for 
publication and subsequently printed.  Scientific papers 
are refereed by the author’s peers and colleagues and 
may be extensively redrafted prior to approval.  This 
process can take several months.

However, you would like to conclude your presentation to 
the astronomy class by talking about the latest exciting 
developments in our understanding of the Crab pulsar and 
supernova remnant.

For this, you need to visit a pre-print database.



Introducing arXiv.org and astro-ph

The most popular archive for astronomical pre-prints is 
astro-ph.   You may have noticed that ADS has links to 
papers in this repository.

As a part of this Activity you should visit the astro-ph 
archive which resides within the arXiv.org website. 

The URL is http://xxx.lanl.gov/archive/astro-ph. 

http://xxx.lanl.gov/archive/astro-ph


In many ways, astro-ph is just like ADS.

Instead of housing published articles and their abstracts, 
astro-ph is a database for pre-prints. 

A pre-print is a journal article “in the making”. The authors 
have submitted the pre-print to a scientific journal but it 
has not yet been accepted for publication. 

The pre-prints available at astro-ph are updated daily, but 
you need to remember that the ideas presented in pre-
prints may be controversial. Pre-prints may not always be 
published formally, and their findings may be contested 
strongly by other scientists.



The astro-ph archive
You can access pre-prints from the astro-ph database in 
a number of ways. 



The astro-ph archive
You can access pre-prints from the astro-ph database in 
a number of ways. 
Searching by Author and year is a popular approach. 



The astro-ph archive
You can access pre-prints from the astro-ph database in 
a number of ways. 
Searching by Title is also a useful method. 



The astro-ph archive
You can access pre-prints from the astro-ph database in 
a number of ways. 
If known, one can enter details of the Journal reference



The astro-ph archive
All of the previous approaches should lead one to the 
following article which we have already seen on ADS.  

Clicking on the article’s reference number (astro-
ph/0107180) will take one to the Abstract.



Viewing the Preprint
The result is shown below. 
The preferred download format is PDF or PostScript. 



The astro-ph archive
Alternatively, if one already knows the astro-ph/ (or 
arXiv:) reference number, this may be entered directly.



What next?

Having visited ADS and arXv.org’s astro-ph, you’re 
beginning to feel like an expert on pulsars and supernova 
remnants.

However, you would also like to show some real data 
and images as part of your presentation.

In the next Activity we will investigate some of the online 
image databases available.



End of Activity

Press the ESC (Escape) key to return 
to the home page for this Module.
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